ONGUTOI ORANGE ORCHARD TODAY

Are you sure?
I have lost count how many times I have heard that question in Uganda. Its equivalent here would be; is that a promise?
The question springs from a need for assurance…a need for hope. Over time, we discovered the need for hope in
Uganda ranks among the most critical of needs…like food and shelter. It makes sense in a nation that has endured
a deadly triple cocktail of civil war, AIDS, and excessive poverty, resulting in over 2 million orphans within a span
of 50 years.

NAKYESSA HOPE

During the LRA insurgency that ravaged north Uganda (1986-2006) many victims were created by terrorists under
Joseph Kony, who literally attacked his own people-his own Acholi tribal group, because they would not support his
resistance to the government. As his brutality spread, people began to flee, in search of safety.
However, there was a man from a different tribe-the Baganda people-who lived in the Kayunga District, a region about
90 km north of capital city Kampala.
This man had been a military man and then business man, wealthy in land ownership; in later years settled in Kayunga
District, but could not seem to rest. Each time he heard of distressing news from the north and other tribal conflicts,
his resolve deepened. He began donating land to provide a safe place for victims to start over, and soon, community
clusters came into being in Nakyessa Village.
As the community grew, education and security became necessary. Mzee Sajjabi donated more land for a police station...
after that, more land for the Nakyessa Day and Boarding Schools-primary and secondary Christian education, directed
by his son Bishop Grivas Musisi.
2004 marked our arrival in Nakyessa Village and our 14-year work journey began at the Christian Schools where we met
secondary student Okello as well as kindly Mr. Sajjabi.

YOUNG OKELLO

Okello was his surname and in Ugandan tradition, that was his reference. But his full name was Abraham Eunot Okello;
his surname identified his birth region-the AMURIA District within TESO region; located a day’s journey from Nakyessa,
travelling south along on the Nile.
Young Abraham was raised in rural TESO region but confused by his father’s witchcraft practices and the instability
caused to his young mind. Then, the LRA arrived, indiscriminately killing and maiming all they met. Abraham’s sister was
among the victims and her death drove him into the swamp where he tried to survive by growing small amounts of rice.
But the family instability, the ever-present fear of LRA attack and the desperation of self-survival forced him to run.
Hearing of the kindness of a man from another tribe, Abraham found his way to Nakyessa Village where he was
immediately taken in by school head mistress (HM) Jane.

ABRAHAM (LEFT) RECEIVING TRAINING IN ORANGE TREE CARE (2019)
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Young Abraham struggled to learn Luganda-a very different language from
his Ateso birth language. But he did. And as he learned in this Christian
environment, a very different one from his home, Abraham responded,
eventually accepting Christ as his Saviour.
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As she taught him, HM Jane also worked hard to support him from the
meagre intermittent salary she made, always looking for shoes or clothing or
personal items Abraham needed. But the night terror was the most difficult.
He would sometimes be found crying in fear; other times in full blown anxiety,
still remembering his sister and now distant family and what they endured.
Mornings would be better for Abraham, when light came and classes resumed.
During school breaks when all students go home, he remained at school; he
had no support. Food was simply not available. So, we found a way to enable
Abraham and his likewise-stranded students referred to as the Garden Boys-a
small group of secondary students who volunteered to dig gardens for widowsfor free. In return, we ensured a consistent food support for them until school
resumed as did their meals.

RESULTS OF KINDNESS

Eventually, the kindness extended to Abraham by Mzee Sajjabi, and Bishop
Grivas and then HM Jane as well as our team, began to melt Okello’s wall of
fear…Biblically based hope began to emerge within him as he grew in his faith.
And he shared that with any and all who would hear. Eventually, he became
student spiritual leader and remained so until his graduation.
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Kindness brought hope-it’s that simple!

TESO RETURN

Our 2007 entry to Ongutoi Village opened another chapter for now graduate
student Abraham. Upon sharing with him our new project in his birth region,
together with our invitation for him to join us, I can hear his words; are you
sure? It just seemed too good to be true.
Hope realized can be like that. Seeing Biblical reality change a young life so
dramatically, propels us to do all we can when we can.

TODAY

Okello’s agricultural training in Ongutoi has brought him to a good place.
He now manages the Ongutoi Orange project and the thousands of young
trees growing to provide support for the health centre. In time, as the project
is completed and trees mature, this project will fully support the health care
needs there.
Imagine, 1,000 people receiving health care every month because a frightened
young boy ran to Nakyessa Village where he was educated, evangelized and
brought back to his birth region where his work now provides health care for
many poor and otherwise needy! Abraham one time had no hope but he is
now a source of hope.
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NEW OKELLO

As Abraham worked at Ongutoi, serving the centre and his now young family,
a local resident, educated beyond the average community resident, took aim at
Abraham’s family land and simply laid claim to it. Taking advantage of changing
(and confusing) Ugandan land laws, this man knew tribal practices of land
inheritance and ownership could be challenged, and he did.
Abraham’s entire life possessions were wrapped up in his family’s land which he
had carefully nurtured and filled with fruit trees for his family’s future support.
However, after a long and costly court process, Abraham lost the long-held
family land (some have suspected foul play but unsubstantiated at this point).
By now, Abraham of Ongutoi had been preaching in many churches,
distributing Bibles and in essence, sharing the hope of Christ with others in his
region-just like he did in Nakyessa. What would he do now as he came to grips
with this major test of faith? Everyone watched!
He prayed. And then he sold his only cow; he then bought a small piece of
land which would be titled and secured against other land thieves. But Okello
needed a hope refresher. Land has potential but without income producing
trees, it stays in the “potential” category.
We had set up an Ongutoi orchard fund through which maintenance and
labour are provided. As funds allow, and his support remains in place, he can
slowly rebuild his life. This month, there was enough that he managed to
purchase the first 100 trees; this was his response: “this is giving me hope for
me and my boys. Thanks for standing with me in time of trouble and trials.”
Please consider Orchard Support need as the Lord leads you. And pray for
Abraham!

MORE HOPE

Jane has long since left Nakyessa Schools and now works with our High
Adventure team in so many areas, including the Life Essential Centre, the
Asamuk skills school, the new Nakyessa Spiritual and Skills training centre and
the Kkumbya Women’s skills training.
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COVID has brought new intensity for cleanliness. Ugandans have always focused hard on self-care but with renewed calls
for hand washing across the globe, rural Ugandans were especially concerned to comply but often could not because
affordable soap was “not there”.
Jane and Marty had earlier trained women in the Kkumbya Village community with sanitary pad training and it has
transformed the lives of young girls. So, Jane’s recent offer to provide training in liquid soap making there, brought
immediate response-beyond our expectations.
The “class” was set at 12, comprised of men and (mostly) women from 12 village groups, but 24 arrived eager to learn;
the class was expanded. Every person learned how to make their own affordable good quality liquid soap but 12 were
also empowered to create their own small business which would benefit their larger communities.
How does this happen? It began with a friend of our ministry-a kind woman referred to as “E” who had lived a life
of challenge but worked hard to build that life for her family. And now she wanted to build hope in others that she
would likely never see this side of heaven, demonstrating kindness and certainly faith in the God who provided for her
throughout her life. As it happened, we discovered these rural Ugandans had actually been praying for this kind of
training but until Jane’s offer, there had been no opportunity.
Kindness builds hope. If the Lord so enables you, please pray about this…we can provide this same liquid soap training
and equipping for $1,000…a good opportunity to help many in one moment of time! We have so many more…like the
next group-the women by the river…

NAKYESSA NEXT

Jane is also now focused on the next class of girls-we hope to increase the size for that September group. The buildings
are almost complete but we do need equipping for a solar power system. Most equipment is either on the way or stored
until installation, but we still need batteries for security lighting and for powering some equipment. Please pray about
this $2,000 need, as well as a need for solar and electrical installation ($1,900).

MORE KINDNESS-MORE NEED

Our Nakyessa girls (youth mothers) training class has doubled in spite of community requests for MUCH more. However,
the increased class size meant more materials (which have been provided) but in preparation for subsequent classes,
we really need to strengthen our income generating goat project now. We are waiting on the Lord for 10 female goats
(certified by gov’t) which can produce 20 more; those will do the same and so forth, until their sale can support the
Nakyessa project. Please pray about this need of $100 per female goat.
“Are you sure” is never spoken in heaven. And among those who know Him, it is not prayed here on earth. Because we
know…

God is not human, that he should lie, not a human being, that he should change his mind.
Does he speak and then not act? Does he promise and not fulfill?
Num 23:19 NASB
Help us continue to share this same truth. Help us bring hope…
Don
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